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Maya Angelou (1928-2014)
The Archives and Special Collections librarian Yelena Novitskaya created this display in memory of Maya
Angelou, an acclaimed American poet, storyteller, activist, and autobiographer. It includes poetry by Maya
Angelou and art by Tom Feelings reproduced from the book Now Sheba Sings the Song. Photos of Maya
Angelou and a reference article about her are included.
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Now Sheba Sings the Song
Mother told her secrets to me
When I rode
Low in the pocket
Between her hips.

I learned the rhythm of her song
“Child, this world is not your home.”
History does not dissolve
In the blood.

All my ways of being are musical and mysterious.
Yet I embrace you openly.
Ripe with expectancy.

My eyes, reflecting the Limpid Limpopo
Look beyond the past
For my children whose future rest on their closed eyelids.

Centuries have recorded my features, in Cafes and
Cathedrals, along the water edge.

I awaited the arrival the ships of freedom
On the selling stage as men proved their power in a

handful of my thigh.

Across my peach flesh lips I blow river boats on the skin
of the Mississippi.

And feluccas up the ancient Nile.
Clouds race from my peanut butter colored puffed cheeks.

My breasts
Are the fullness of mangos
In a royal forest
Constant, swaying, jungle flowers.

My impertinent buttocks
(High, redolent, tight as dark drums)
Send the wind to shake tall grasses
Introduce frenzy into the hearts of small men.

From the columns of my thighs
I take the strength to hold the world aloft
Standing too often, with a cloud of loneliness
Forming halos for my head.
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Oaks, massive with the memory of Lynch
Perversions, bend to grip my knees and rustle
A moan for our burned visions.
The trees may weep, I must stiffen my back
Quieten my face and teach a lesson in Grace.

I do get tired and wonder
When my change is going to come.
But if the Lord says so
And the creek don’t rise I know
I’ll get better.

What I have not seen cannot be.
Sunsets and rainbows, green forest and restive blue seas, all

naturally colored things are my siblings. We have played
together on the floor of the world

Since the first stone looked up
At the stars.

Innocence, as riches, plates my
Skin all carats gold, beckons
Lust and leers and on the delicious occasion my lover

whose talent convinces me away from fear.

My hair, a hive of honey bees
Is a queenly glory
Crackles like castanets
Hums like marimbas.

Oh my movement admits to
Lip smacking, finger snapping, toe tapping
Shoulder bouncing, hip throwing, breast thrusting, eye

flashing,
love of good and God and Life.

My songs wreathe the people in banners
Of hope, of wisdom and some just plain laughing out loud.

I know the near and distant peaks
Ridges and crevices, aretes and tors
Valleys, chasms, gulleys of which I am made
Are strewn with remorse, pain, triumph and ecstasy.

I am mate to Kilimanjaro,
Fujiyama, Mont Blanc and Sister to Everest
He who is daring and brave will know what to do.
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